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JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

Position: 

Entertainments Performer & Host 

**Minimum age 17years** 

Department: PARK OPERATIONS 

Responsible To: 

Entertainments Team Leader or in their absence 
the Park Operations Manager or Assistant Park 
Operations Managers  

Position Type: SEASONAL   Ref: PO_EHC1117 

 

What We’re Looking For 

 

An enthusiastic, outgoing, fun performer to become a member of the Park Operations department. You will join a 
dedicated team whose primary responsibility is to ensure an outstanding experience is given to all Guests by the 
Entertainments team.   

 

 

What You’ll Need  

 

 You will deliver an outstanding level of service by interacting to a high level and using passing pleasantries 
as you go about your duties. 

 You will need the ability to understand and implement instructions, work co-operatively and flexibly with 
colleagues and management and to understand your role within the team.  

 The capacity to deliver good results within agreed timeframe and inspire others to focus on achieving 
good results and targets.  

 Be able to build effective team relationships and actively contribute to the team.  

 Must be able to adapt to and work effectively in different situations and carry out a variety of tasks with 
the capacity to cope with challenging situations, listen to feedback, remain calm under pressure and take 
decisive action. 

 Previous acting experience is not required; however we welcome additional skills such as puppeteering, 
dancing, street performance or singing. 

 

What You’ll be Doing 

 

 Delivering an outstanding customer service. 

 Performing in meet and greets as Host, Skin character or Minder. 

 Interacting with Guests as one or with one of the Parks Characters 

 Welcoming Guests at Guest Welcome giving information about the Park, its attractions and services and 
assisting every Guest at any opportunity.  Organising Guests flows and pre-opening Guest containment. 

 Working to fixed schedules and managing time effectively. 

 Organising and performing in events such as Peppa’s Early Play and character events 

 Remain vigilant to environmental factors likely to impact on appearances. 

 Carrying out the Parks Height Check service at Guest Welcome, ensuring that strict operating procedures 
are adhered to.  Knowing appropriate ride entry restrictions. 

 Hosting VIP groups and facilitating their visit whilst on Park. 

 Rehearsing for and performing in the different seasonal shows at the Park’s Show Stage. 

 Prepare the assigned work area at the start of the day including any paperwork and ensure that you are 
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fully conversant with the operation, procedures and rules.  Ensure that the area is ready to receive guests. 

 Close down area when instructed by a member of the Operations management team ensuring the area is 
left clean and tidy for the next day. Ensure costumes are stored safely and correctly, checking for 
cleanliness/ damage or general wear at the end of each day and reporting defects to the management 
team 

 Carry out other duties within the department as directed by the Park Operations management team. 

 Ensure Daily Operations Sheet are correctly completed and returned at the end of the Day. 

 

When You’ll Be Doing It 

 

 This is a seasonal position which includes weekends, school and bank holidays. Hours will be rostered in 
advance and vary dependent on the time of year. Flexibility is required in order to meet peak and off peak 
demands of the business. 

 

 

What You’ll Get 

 

 Branded Uniform (varies by job role/ department). In addition any items you are expected to supply 
should be smart and appropriate. It is your responsibility to keep all items clean, laundered and 
presentable at all times. 

 Complimentary staff tickets. 

 Discounted tickets to Christmas at Paultons. 

 25% discount across retail outlets whilst on duty. 

 Free Parking. 

 Auto enrolment to a pension (subject to qualifying criteria). 

 Subsidised food and free drinks. 

 Hourly wage paid weekly. 

 

 


